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The problem of ﬁnding equivalent reduced models to analyze
critical and post-critical scenarios of continuous mechanical sys-
tems is a well-known challenge for the engineering community.
One of the most widespread approximation techniques is the
Galerkin method, for which convergence is assured for selfadjoint
problems. Convergence of the method, in the framework of bifur-
cation analysis, means that the approximation of the stability
boundaries and the description of the post-critical scenario is im-
proved by increasing the number of terms, the error being mea-
sured in a suitable norm.
It is well known that the Galerkin method was originally con-
ceived to discretize continuous conservative problems, see e.g. Lei-
pholz (1975) and Meirovitch (1980). If the system eigenfunctions
are selected as approximating (trial) functions, the expansion theo-
rem for selfadjoint problems assures the convergence of the tech-
nique to the exact solution. The weighted residual, i.e. the error
in the differential equation and associated boundary conditions
produced by using such truncated expansion, is then minimized
using the same eigenfunctions as test functions.ll rights reserved.
cesco.romeo@uniroma1.it (F.To cope with non-selfadjoint problems it is still possible to ex-
pand the solution in terms of eigenfunctions but, in this case, the
projection of the residual has to rely upon the adjoint eigenfunc-
tions; the convergence of the technique is assured by the general
expansion theorem for non-selfadjoint systems, called the dual-
expansion theorem (Jung and Feeny, 2002).
According to Meirovitch and Hagedorn (1993), when the set of
eigenfunctions of a given selfadjoint problem is not available,
approximate solutions can be sought by adopting trial and test
functions belonging to the broader class of admissible functions,
i.e. solutions of a similar solvable eigenproblem. The expansion
theorem states the conditions under which such functions form a
complete set of admissible functions for the problem at hand. This
technique was applied to discretize non-selfadjoint continuous
systems to study damped linear and nonlinear vibrations (Haged-
orn, 1993). Further example was the study of axially moving con-
tinua (Wickert and Mote, 1990), in which, according to a classical
vibration theory, a modal analysis and a Green’s functions method
were proposed. The latter approach was recently revised to con-
sider complex trial functions in Jha and Parker (2000) for supercrit-
ical speeds eigenvalues prediction.
In this paper a non-standard Galerkin projection is proposed in
order to analyze non-selfadjoint multiparameters mechanical sys-
tem. The discretization procedure is shown on a generalized
damped nonlinear Beck’s column studied as a continuous model
in Paolone et al. (2006a,b) for the autonomous case and in Paolone
et al. (2009) for non-autonomous pulsating excitation. The main
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parameter discrete model enabling to analyze the post-critical sce-
nario in a generic critical point following the local bifurcation
theory (Troger and Steindl, 1991). Since the local post-critical anal-
ysis requires accurate values of the bifurcation parameters, dis-
crete models providing a very good approximation of the exact
stability boundaries are needed. To this end, it is shown that a
proper choice of the trial functions for Galerkin projection consist
of a selected number of the critical eigenfunctions at different
points along the stability boundaries. The description of the stabil-
ity curves of the associated autonomous system (Paolone et al.,
2006a), performing the proposed Galerkin projection considering
few, suitably chosen, critical modes, has shown to be superior to
the usual modal expansion performed at a given point in the
parameters space. The principal dynamic instability regions in
the non-autonomous case are then evaluated with the equivalent
discrete system according to the Hill’s determinants approach
(Bolotin, 1964), focusing on the evolution of the instability regions
while approaching either the buckling or the ﬂutter stability
boundaries. Once completed the critical analysis, the post-critical
analysis is performed in the non-autonomous case around a codi-
mension-2 bifurcation point, namely the 2:1 resonance with a
Hopf bifurcation frequency. The bifurcation equations are derived
through the multiple scales perturbation approach (HaQuang
et al., 1987; Nayfeh, 1998). It is shown that the post-critical sce-
nario described in Paolone et al. (2009), is suitably represented
by the proposed discrete model.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the reference
continuous mechanical model is introduced and the previous rele-
vant results are recalled. Next, in Section 3, the derivation of the
discrete equivalent model is discussed. Section 4 is devoted to
the stability analysis for both autonomous and non-autonomous
cases. Finally, in Section 5, the post-critical analysis is reported
and a comparison between the scenarios obtained from continuous
and discrete models is carried out.
2. Mechanical model
The dynamics of a three dimensional cantilever beam loaded at
the free end by a pulsating follower force P ¼ P0ð1þ lP cosXtÞ and
a pulsating couple obtained by two forces F ¼ F0ð1þ lF cosXtÞ,
collinear to the initial rectilinear beam axis is studied. A schematic
view of the above described mechanical model is shown in Fig. 1a.
The beam is assumed to be straight in its reference conﬁgura-
tion C0 (Fig. 1b). Denoting with ai ði ¼ x; y; zÞ the orthonormal vec-
tors of a ﬁxed inertial reference frame such that ax is parallel to theFig. 1. Schematic view of the model: (a) beabeam undeformed axis, the position of a material point P0 of the
beam axis is represented by the vector XðsÞ ¼ sax where s denotes
the coordinate along the straight undeformed beam axis with the
origin O ﬁxed at one of the beam ends. Thus, the elastodynamic
problem becomes parameterized with s spanning the compact sup-
port D ¼ fsjs 2 ½0; ‘g, where ‘ is the length of the beam axis in C0.
The beam material section, occupying the conﬁguration described
by X and Di in C0, at time t is in a displaced conﬁguration de-
scribed by the position vector x ¼ XðsÞ þ uðs; tÞ and the directors
diðs; tÞ. The directors di are obtained from the Di via a ﬁnite rotation
described by the proper orthogonal tensor Rðs; tÞ (Fig. 1b).
The beam is assumed sufﬁciently slender so that the cross-sec-
tion can be restrained to remain orthogonal to the axis (shear-
undeformable beam). Furthermore, in order to consider the unde-
formed rectilinear conﬁguration C0 as the equilibrium one, the ax-
ial strain is also neglected and the ﬂexural stiffness around the
original axis orthogonal to the plane’s couple is assumed inﬁnitely
greater than the other one; with reference to Fig. 1a, the latter
assumption would mean that b  h. Since the beam is assumed
inextensible, shear- and ﬂexural-indeformable around the princi-
pal axis dy (Fig. 1b), only two kinematic variables describe the cur-
rent conﬁguration, namely: the ﬂexural displacement v in the ay
direction and the torsional rotation # around the az axis.
The nonlinear partial integro-differential equations of motion,
expressed in terms of the transversal displacement and the tor-
sional angle of the beam, were derived in Paolone et al. (2006a)
for the autonomous case. The non-autonomous case was investi-
gated in Paolone et al. (2009) where the non-dimensional equa-
tions of motion were written as
€vþ2fv _vþv 0000 m0#00 þp0v 00 lF cosXt#00 þlP cosXtv 00 þnvðv;#Þ¼0
€#þ2af# _#a2#00 n2m0v 00 n2lF cosXtv 00 þn#ðv;#Þ¼0
ð1Þ
with geometrical
v ¼ 0; v 0 ¼ 0; # ¼ 0 in s ¼ 0 ð2Þ
and mechanical
a2#0 þ n2m0v 0 þ n2lF cosXtv 0 þ btðv; #Þ ¼ 0
 v 000 þm0#0 þ lF cosXt#0 þ bTðv ; #Þ ¼ 0 in s ¼ 1
v 00 þ bMðv; #Þ ¼ 0
ð3Þ
associated boundary conditions. In Eqs. (1)–(3) a prime denotes dif-
ferentiation with respect to s^, a dot with respect to t^, while,
nv ; n#; bt; bT ; bM , stand for nonlinear terms. Furthermore, the fol-
lowing non-dimensional quantities were introduced:m model and (b) kinematic description.
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‘
; v^ ¼ v
‘
; x2v ¼
EI
qA‘4
; x2# ¼
GJ
qIG‘2
a ¼ x#
xv
; fv ¼
cv
2xvqA
; f# ¼
c#
2x#qIG
; n2 ¼ A‘
2
IG
p0 ¼
P0‘
2
EI
; m0 ¼ F0h‘EI ; l^P ¼
P0‘
2lP
EI
; l^F ¼ F0h‘lFEI ; X^ ¼
X
xv
ð4Þ
where A is the cross-section area, ‘ the beam length, b, h the height
and the width of cross-section, IG the polar inertia, I the weak ﬂex-
ural inertia momentum ðI  IxÞ, J the torsional inertia, cv , c# the ﬂex-
ural and torsional damping coefﬁcients, E, G the Young and the
tangential elastic moduli, respectively; p0 and m0 denote the con-
trol parameters of the associated autonomous system, while
l^P ; l^F are the control parameters of the non-autonomous part of
the excitation. For the ease of notation in Eqs. (1)–(3) the hat was
omitted.
In Paolone et al. (2006a) the stability of the trivial, rectilinear
conﬁguration of the beam was performed by imposing the diver-
gence and Hopf critical conditions, using p0;m0 as control parame-
ters, lead to the critical boundaries shown in Fig. 2a. A buckling
boundary was found and a mono-parametric family of ﬂutter
boundaries curves occurred for different values of the damping,
reaching the buckling curve in a Double Zero ðDZÞ critical point.
In Paolone et al. (2009), to analyze the effect of parametric excita-
tion, due to the harmonic component of the external force, a gen-
eric critical point in the ﬂutter boundary associated with damping
f ¼ 0:001 was considered (pointF  ðpc0;mc0Þ, Fig. 2a). The bifurca-
tion equations were derived using the multiple scales method and
the post-critical scenario discussed around the point F in the bi-
dimensional parameters space ðg ¼ p0  pc0; l ¼ lP ¼ lFÞ. Namely,
let x0 be the pulsation of the limit cycle arising from the Hopf
bifurcation, the post-critical analysis was developed in primary
resonance condition (i.e. X ¼ 2x0) with g and l as distinguished
(detuning) and bifurcation parameters (Troger and Steindl, 1991),
respectively.
In the next section, a Galerkin approach is followed in order to
obtain a discrete equivalent model. Namely, a projection based on
non-standard basis is proposed capable of reproducing the above
described critical boundaries. The non-standard character of the
proposed projection lies in the choice of the trial functions.
Namely, with the aim to reproduce the whole critical scenarios it
is shown that an optimal basis of the trial functions consists ofFig. 2. (a) Exact buckling and ﬂutter boundaries (Paolone et al., 2006a). (b) Exact vs app
(triangles) and B;F1 and F2 (circles).selecting a certain number of eigenfunctions belonging to the
buckling and ﬂutter boundaries derived from the associated con-
tinuous autonomous system.
3. Discrete mechanical model
Aiming to derive a ﬁnite dimensional system capable of prop-
erly describing the critical and post-critical scenario around either
buckling or ﬂutter critical points, a Galerkin discretization scheme
is developed in this section.
Let’s assume a solution of the form
vðs; tÞ ¼
XR
i¼1
aiðtÞ/iðsÞ; #ðs; tÞ ¼
XS
j¼1
bjðtÞwjðsÞ ð5Þ
where /iðsÞ;wjðsÞ are real trial functions. Introducing Eq. (5) into
Eqs. (1)–(3) and setting q ¼ ½a1; . . . ; aR; b1; . . . ; bST , the projected
nonlinear equation of motion can be written as follows:
M€qþ C _qþ ðKE þ KGðp0;m0Þ þ lKGl cosXtÞqþ n ¼ 0 ð6Þ
having set l ¼ lF ¼ lP . For the sake of notational simplicity, in the
following R ¼ S ¼ N is assumed. The non-zero elements of the mass
M and damping C matrices of order 2N appearing in Eq. (6) are de-
ﬁned as follows:
mij ¼
Z 1
0
/i/j ds; miþN;jþN ¼
Z 1
0
wiwj ds ð7Þ
cij ¼ 2fvmij; ciþN;jþN ¼ 2af#miþN;jþN ð8Þ
where i; j ¼ 1;2; . . . ;N. KE and KG are the elastic and geometric stiff-
ness matrices, KGl is the parametric stiffness matrix. Their non-zero
elements are given by
kEij ¼
Z 1
0
/i/
IV
j ds /i/00j
h i
s¼1
 /i/000j
h i
s¼1
kEiþN;jþN ¼ a2
Z 1
0
wiw
00
j dsþ a2 wiw0j
h i
s¼1
kGiþN;j ¼ kGi;jþN ¼ m0
Z 1
0
/iw
00
j dsþm0 /iw0j
h i
s¼1
kGij ¼
Z 1
0
p0/i/
00
j ds; k
Gl
ij ¼
Z 1
0
pl/i/
00
j ds
kGliþN;j ¼ kli;jþN ¼ ml
Z 1
0
/iw
00
j dsþml /iw0j
h i
s¼1
ð9Þroximated critical boundaries projecting at points: B and F1 (crosses), B and F2
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terms, are furnished by:
ni ¼
Z 1
0
/invðv; #Þds; niþN ¼
Z 1
0
win#ðv; #Þds ð10Þ
Due to the non-conservative nature of the applied loads, the
autonomous system is non-selfadjoint. Therefore, although the
mass and damping matrices are symmetric, the geometric stiffness
matrix is non-symmetric unless p ¼ 0, i.e. in the conservative (sel-
fadjoint) case. As known, the choice of trial functions is crucial with
respect to the convergence criteria. Different classes of trial func-
tions were considered, such as polynomial, trigonometric as well
as independent pure bending modes and pure torsional modes of
the cantilever beam. However, poor convergence rate, with respect
to the critical boundary description, was observed. To obtain a
good accuracy for the critical analysis, limiting ourselves to a re-
duced number of degrees of freedom, an optimal trade-off was to
select a number of eigenfunctions along the buckling and ﬂutter
boundaries derived from the associated continuous autonomous
system. This approach can be considered as a natural extension
of classical vibration theory, including the modal analysis and
Green’s functions methods cited in Section 1 (Wickert and Mote,
1990; Jha and Parker, 2000). Clearly, the a priori knowledge of
the boundaries is needed in order to derive the explicit analytic
form of these eigenfunctions. Denoting by ð/bj ;wbj Þ the buckling
eigenfunctions and with ð/fj;r;/fj;iÞ; ðwfj;r ;wfj;iÞ the real and imaginary
parts of ﬂexural and torsional ﬂutter modes, respectively, evalu-
ated in a discrete set of N points,M of which belonging to the buck-
ling boundary and N M to the ﬂutter boundary, the following
Galerkin’s projection was considered
v ¼
XM
j¼1
ajðtÞ/bj ðs; p0j ;m0j Þ þ
XN
j¼Mþ1
ðarj ðtÞ/fj;rðs;p0j ;m0j ; fÞ
þ aijðtÞ/fj;iðs;p0j ;m0j ; fÞÞ
# ¼
XM
j¼1
bjðtÞwbj ðs;p0j ;m0j Þ þ
XN
j¼Mþ1
ðbrj ðtÞwfj;rðs; p0j ;m0j ; fÞ
þ bijðtÞwfj;iðs; p0j ;m0j ; fÞÞ
ð11Þ
where p0j ;m0j are the values of critical parameters at the selected
points, f is the given damping. The resulting discrete model dimen-
sion is given by 2ð2N MÞ.Fig. 3. Exact (black) and approximated buckling and ﬂutter boundaries obtained via mod
(dashed) and at B,F1 and F2 (solid) vs: (a) modal projection at B (N ¼ 2 dashed, N ¼ 3
color mentioned in this ﬁgure legend the reader is referred to the web version of the ar4. Stability analysis
In this section, the stability analysis of both the autonomous
and non-autonomous cases are addressed.
4.1. Autonomous case
The eigenvalue problem associated with Eq. (6) for l ¼ 0 allows
to study the stability of the trivial, rectilinear conﬁguration of the
beam through the well-known Routh–Hurwitz criterion.
It is worth noting that, computational studies have shown that
the proposed projection guarantees that the approximated critical
boundaries pass through the selected points. Therefore the agree-
ment between with the critical boundaries obtained by the dis-
crete system and the exact ones improves as the number of
points increases. These points have to be suitably chosen in order
to represent the whole boundaries.
The stability boundaries were evaluated in Paolone et al.
(2006a), solving the eigenvalue problem and imposing the diver-
gence and Hopf critical conditions. A buckling boundary was found
as well as a mono-parametric family of Hopf boundaries curves for
different values of the damping, reaching the buckling curve in a
unique point, namely a Double Zero critical point. The origin of
the Hopf curves on the p0-axis supply the critical follower loads
for the associated Beck’s damped column.
A comparison between exact buckling and ﬂutter boundaries
and the same boundaries obtained by considering two reduced
model of order N ¼ 2 and one of order N ¼ 3, respectively, with
M ¼ 1 in both cases, is shown in Fig. 2b. The buckling eigenfunc-
tion was evaluated at B  ðp0 ¼ 0:23; m0 ¼ 1:35Þ, while the ﬂutter
eigenfunctions were evaluated, for f ¼ 0:001, at F1  ðp0 ¼ 0:33;
m0 ¼ 2:0Þ, with x ¼ 0:007, and F2  ðp0 ¼ 0:8; m0 ¼ 0:99Þ, with
x ¼ 0:135, respectively.
In Fig. 3 the results obtained by considering the projection pro-
posed in Eq. (11) are depicted against those derived from classical
modal projection at point B (Fig. 3a) and at point F2 (Fig. 3b). By
using an equal number ofmodes, in both cases, the proposed expan-
sion allows for better approximations of both buckling and ﬂutter
boundaries than classical eigenfunction expansion. Moreover, the
proposed approach compels the approximated buckling and ﬂutter
curves to pass through arbitrary points where the exact and the
approximated boundaries coincide; therefore these points can beal (blue) and proposed Galerkin (red) projections. Proposed projection at B and F1
solid); (b) modal projection atF2 (N ¼ 2 dashed, N ¼ 3 solid). (For interpretation of
ticle.)
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the choice of these critical points, heuristic criteria, depending on
the number and shape of stability branches, can be formulated as
follows: (i) at least one point must lay on each branch; (ii) the more
involved the branch the more number of points are needed.
4.2. Non-autonomous case
In this section the attention is focused on the evaluation of the
principal dynamic instability regions of the discrete system. This
dynamic stability analysis is meant to validate the instabilities
boundaries obtained for the discrete system. According to the Hill’s
determinants approach (Bolotin, 1964) the conditions under which
the system has periodic solutions with period 2T or T must be
sought. Afterwards, the attention is focused on discussing the evo-
lution of the instability regions while approaching either the buck-
ling or the ﬂutter stability boundaries. In order to derive the
equations for such critical boundaries, we seek for solutions in
the form qðtÞ ¼ c1 sinXt=2þ c2 cosXt=2, where c1 and c2 are vec-
tors with constant coefﬁcients; substituting the latter solution into
Eq. (6) and equating the coefﬁcients of identical sinXt=2 and
cosXt=2, a system of equations is obtained leading to the condition
for the existence of solutions with period 2T:Ω
μ
Fig. 4. Principal stability regions for p0 ¼ 0:23 and m0 increasing. Thick line: m0 ¼ 0:4;
damped.
μ
Ω
Fig. 5. Principal stability regions for p0 ¼ 0:8 and m0 increasing. Thick line: m0 ¼ 0KE þ KGl þ l2Kl  14X2M XC
XC KE þ KGl  l2Kl  14X2M

 ¼ 0 ð12Þ
Fig. 4a and b shows the instability regions lying near the frequen-
cies X1 ¼ 2x1 and X2 ¼ 2x2, corresponding to the ﬁrst two ﬂexural
modes, in the undamped and damped case, respectively. In particu-
lar, the evolution of the regions starting from p0 ¼ 0:23;m0 ¼ 0:4
and following an upward vertical path on the p0—m0 plane reaching
the buckling boundary (path B in Fig. 2b) is shown. It can be ob-
served that, asm0 increases, the two regions merge for lower values
of l while, as expected, the ﬁrst frequency decreases and vanishes
at the buckling limit.
A different vertical path, starting at p0 ¼ 0:8, m0 ¼ 0:4 is fol-
lowed in order to reach the ﬂutter boundary (path F in Fig. 2b).
Fig. 5a and b, where the corresponding instability regions of the
ﬁrst and second natural frequency are depicted, show that moving
towards the ﬂutter boundary these frequencies tend to coalesce
and their instability regions merge. It must be emphasized that
the present analysis is restricted to ﬂip (2T) and saddle-node (T)
instabilities since the corresponding instability regions are usually
the largest. However, the existence of instability regions for combi-
nation resonances of both sum and difference type cannot be ex-
cluded for this class of systems.Ω
μ
thin: m0 ¼ 0:8; dashed line: m0 ¼ 1:3; dotted line: m0 ¼ 1:6. (a) Undamped and (b)
μ
Ω
:4; thin line: m0 ¼ 0:8; dashed line: m0 ¼ 1:2. (a) Undamped and (b) damped.
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With the aim to analyze the inﬂuence of the static and dynamic
components of the follower force, the post-critical analysis is per-
formed around a Hopf critical point ðpc0;mc0Þ in the two-dimen-
sional parameters space: g ¼ p0  pc0; l ¼ lF ¼ lP .
Namely, let x0 be the pulsation of the limit cycle arising from
the ﬂutter bifurcation, the post-critical analysis is developed in pri-
mary resonance condition (i.e. X ¼ 2x0) with g and l as distin-
guished (detuning) and bifurcation parameters (Troger and
Steindl, 1991), respectively. By setting q ¼ u and _q ¼ v, the non-
linear equations of motion, Eq. (6), near a ﬂutter bifurcation point
can be more conveniently cast in the form:
_u v ¼ 0
_v þ Cvþ ðK0E þ K0GÞu ¼ gK0Gguþ l cosXtK0Gluþ n0uuuu3
ð13Þ
where the apex 0 denotes that the quantities are evaluated at crit-
ical point while K0Gg;K
0
Gl are the derivative of the geometric matrix
with respect of the two control parameters. Finally, n0uuu is the non-
linear cubic fourth order operator that collect the coefﬁcients of the
third order McLaurin expansion of the nonlinear term n, namely
ðn0uuuu3Þi ¼ n0ijhkujuhuk, adopting Einstein summation convention.
The MSM (Nayfeh, 1998) is applied to analyze the system
behaviour near the primary parametric resonance of a Hopf bifur-
cation point. As a particular case, for l ¼ 0, this analysis furnishes
also the post-critical scenario of the associated autonomous sys-
tem. A perturbation parameter e in the ðg;lÞ space is introduced
and several independent time-scales tk ¼ ekt are deﬁned. By
expanding in a Maclaurin series of e the state vector qðtÞ and
equating terms of the same power of e, linear perturbation
equations are obtained. By solving the ﬁrst order homogeneous
problem and enforcing solvability conditions for the non-homoge-
neous higher-order equations, the bifurcation equations governing
the long-time behaviour of the system in the center manifold sub-
space are obtained. By ordering g, l as
g :¼ e2g2 þ Oðe4Þ; l :¼ e2l2 þ Oðe4Þ ð14Þ
and by introducing the series expansions
u ¼ eu1 þ e3u3 þ    ; v ¼ ev1 þ e3v3 þ    ;
d
dt
¼ d0 þ e2d2 þ    ð15Þ
with dk ¼ o=otk and tk ¼ ekt ðk ¼ 0; 2; . . .Þ, the following perturba-
tion equations up to the third order are derived:
e :
d0u1  v1 ¼ 0
d0v1 þ Cv1 þ ðK0E þ K0GÞu1 ¼ 0
d0u3  v3 ¼ d2u1
e3 : d0v3 þ Cv3 þ ðK0E þ K0GÞu3
¼ g2K0Gg þ l2 cosXtK0Gl
 
u1 þ n0uuuu31  d2v1
ð16Þ
In order to derive the bifurcation equations from Eq. (16) is nec-
essary to evaluate the right critical eigenvector solution of the alge-
braic problem
0 I
ðK0E þ K0GÞ C
 
/
w
 
¼ ix0
/
w
 
ð17Þ
and the left critical eigenvector satisfying the adjoint equation
0 ðK0E þ K0GÞT
I CT
" #
/a
wa
 
¼ ix0
/a
wa
 
ð18Þ
where i is the imaginary unit and I is the identity matrix of order 2N.
Right and left eigenvectors are normalized such that /Ha/þ wHaw ¼ 1,
where H denotes transpose conjugate.Then the order-e problem Eq. (16)1 admits the solution:
u1 ¼ Aðt2; t4; . . . ; Þeix0t0/þ cc;
v1 ¼ Aðt2; t4; . . . ; Þeix0t0wþ cc ð19Þ
where A 2 C is the complex-valued amplitude of the motion, cc
stands for complex conjugate and w ¼ ix0/.
Substituting Eqs. (19) into (16)2, under the primary resonance
condition X ¼ 2x0, and expressing the complex-valued modula-
tion equation into real-valued form, letting A¼xðt2; . . .Þþ iyðt2; . . .Þ
and reabsorbing e, the following bifurcation equations in cartesian
form are obtained:
_x ¼ xðagrgþ alrlÞ þ yðalil agigÞ þ ðxcr  yciÞðx2 þ y2Þ
_y ¼ yðagrg alrlÞ þ xðalilþ agigÞ þ ðxcr þ yciÞðx2 þ y2Þ
ð20Þ
with coefﬁcients deﬁned as
ag ¼ wHaK0Gg/; al ¼
1
2
wHaK
0
Gl
/; c ¼ 3
4
wHan
0
uuu/
2/ ð21Þ
where the subscripts r and i stand for the real and imaginary part,
respectively.
In order to discuss the nontrivial stationary solutions and to
determine the bifurcation parameter space stratiﬁcation it is con-
venient to recast the bifurcation equation (20) in its normal form;
this can be obtained if the polar form of the complex amplitude A is
used. Namely, letting A ¼ 1=2aðt2; . . .Þeihðt2 ;...Þ, the normal form of
the bifurcation equations reads
_a ¼ ag rgaþ laðal r cos 2hþ al i sin 2hÞ þ cra3
_h ¼ ag igþ lðal i cos 2h al r sin 2hÞ þ cia2
ð22Þ
It was shown in Paolone et al. (2009) that the nontrivial equilib-
ria of the slow ﬂow equations (22) correspond to limit cycles in the
original dynamical problem and satisfy the conditions _a ¼ 0; _h ¼ 0.
The analysis of these equations in stationary condition showed also
that the ratio R ¼ g=l is a key parameter for describing the bifur-
cation scenario. In particular the real axis R ¼ g=l contains four
key bifurcation points, R1 6 R2 < R3 6 R4, namely
R1;4 ¼ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ða2l i þ a2l rÞðc2i þ c2r Þ
q
ag rci  ag icr
; R2;3 ¼ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
a2l i þ a2l r
a2g i þ a2g r
vuut ð23Þ
The l—g plane can be divided into eight sectors according to the
four lines ri ¼ fðl;gÞ jg ¼ Rilgwith i ¼ 1; . . . ;4, relevant to the con-
tinuous system. The system is symmetric with respect to the g axis,
therefore only the positive l half-plane is shown in Fig. 6. Real solu-
tions can only be found in the region between the lines r1 and r4. In
region II, between lines r2 and r3, where q ¼ a2 > 0, new-born solu-
tions arise. In region III, where q is real and negative, four nontrivial
solutions are found besides the trivial one. The phase portraits in
the cartesian x—y plane ðA ¼ xþ iyÞ relevant to the above described
four regions are also shown. In Fig. 6 the lines associated to the dis-
cretized system are labelled as ri ¼ fðl;gÞ jg ¼ Rilg. A very good
agreement was found between the continuous parameters R2;3
and the discrete ones R2;3, with only a 1% difference; therefore the
corresponding lines r2 and r

3 are practically coincident with the
r2 and r3 in the l—g plane. However, as also shown in Fig. 6, the
approximation of the nonlinear bifurcation parameters R1;4 has a
worst agreement with respect of the continuous approach, irrespec-
tive of modal or proposed expansion representation, reaching
around 20% difference with respect to the continuous ones R1;4.
The neighborhood of the Hopf bifurcation point is explored along
two different paths, namely a and b shown in Fig. 6.
The post-critical numerical investigations that follow are based
on the following set of parameters: pc0 ¼ 0:98; mc0 ¼ 0:41 and
f ¼ 0:001. Furthermore, it must be highlighted that the post-criti-
Fig. 6. Regions with different numbers of admissible roots and relevant phase portraits in cartesian coordinates; bifurcation paths at g ¼ 0:001 (path a) and g ¼ 0:001 (path
b).
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representative of the whole ﬂutter boundary but the neighborhood
of the double-zero bifurcation point. The bifurcation diagrams are
shown in Fig. 7a and b for two cases, g ¼ 0:001, respectively. The
two cases refer to stable ðg < 0Þ and unstable ðg > 0Þ trivial equi-
librium solutions of the associated autonomous mechanical sys-
tem. The qualitative behaviour of stable (black dots) and
unstable (white dots) branches is also displayed.
In Fig. 7a it is shown that, by increasing l, the stable trivial solu-
tion undergoes a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation at the critical
value l ¼ 2;4E 5 (point P2  P2). In Fig. 7b it is shown that the
trivial solution is unstable for all l. A further unstable branch ap-
pears at the critical value l ¼ 2:4E 5ðP3  P3Þ. Due to the almost
overlapping lines r2;3 and r2;3 the bifurcation points P2;3 of the con-
tinuous system coincide with those of the discrete one ðP2;3Þ.
At l ¼ 0:00001ðP4Þ a turning point, where the unstable nontriv-
ial solutions become stable, can be observed. In this case the above
underlined 20% discrepancy of the boundary between regions III
and IV obtained from the continuos and discrete systems implies
the difference in the turning points P4 and P

4 along the path b.
From a qualitative point of view, the results obtained from the
chosen discrete model are in good agreement with those obtained
from the continuous one. In particular, from both analyses,
emerges that the parametric excitation destabilizes both the sta-
tionary solutions arising in the corresponding autonomous caseFig. 7. Bifurcation diagrams along the paths shownðl ¼ 0Þ, namely the trivial solution associated to g < 0 (Fig. 7a),
and the limit cycle arising from the Hopf bifurcation associated
to g > 0 (Fig. 7b). As already found for the autonomous case (Pao-
lone et al., 2006b), the existence of post-critical stable solutions is
conﬁrmed in primary parametric resonance.6. Conclusions
In this paper the problem of deriving a equivalent discrete mod-
el of a continuous non-selfadjoint mechanical system able to de-
scribe both critical and post-critical scenarios, is discussed. The
discretization issue is addressed using a non-standard basis for
the Galerkin projection. The procedure is utilized to analyze the ef-
fect of non-conservative forces acting on a generalized nonlinear
damped Beck’s column. For this mechanical example it is shown
that by selecting a number of modes along the critical boundary,
the description of the stability curves is superior to the modal
expansion, and that the post-critical behaviour is qualitatively well
represented. Heuristic criteria for non-selfadjoint systems guiding
the choice of critical points along the stability boundaries are sug-
gested to carry out the Galerkin projection. Good convergence rate
with respect to both the critical boundary description and post-
critical asymptotic behaviour was observed by using a limited
number of critical eigenmodes.in Fig. 6: path a, g ¼ 0:001; path b, g ¼ 0:001.
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